
Question

General about webcast
Can we download the slides after the presentation?

Will this presentation be made available to the participants?

will you able to share this deck?

please send slides of today's webinar

Will this presentation available?

in this format the demos are very "FLAT"...basically screenshots. it 

will be nice to have live demos

i am disappointed this webisnar is so centered on fiori apps. what 

about the companies that do not use fiori apps. i am in the public 

sector and we are not as advanced as other sap clients.
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If you have SuccessFactors Employee Central installed, can you 

get the W-4 and W-2 access for your employees?

How About a State 210 record in fiori?

Payroll
what states are affected by tax type 107?

Is there any plan to include in the Header of all Notes whether they 

are pertinent for CE??  Many times looking at a note it is not 

immediately clear if it is addressing CE Customers or non-CE

Is the plan still to release non-binary gender changes for the US 

country version in Q1-2022? Thank you.

do we need to use HR core to access the WT Information utility? 

We are on prem ECC 6.04

i don't know what HR core is. I was hoping you can explain

our ECP systems are hosted by SAP and i noticed the platform is 

very old..and we only update HR components. we are not even 

using HANA. is there a plan to get this platform upgraded?

MD



Hi, I have a quick question on W4P. Is there a new IT0210 

Infotype screen specific to W4P for pension employees

When will the new W4P be available?

Is W4 in Fiori only for Fed? Or can it be used for State as well ?

so i cant use this utility in ECC 6.04?

Benefit Management
Any update on getting SAP ACA Form 1095 also on Fiori system 

for End users to view it online as self service

TR
Are there any plans to downport SAP Fiori My Online Selection 

and My Forms to lower releases?

if we don't want to publish W-2 after prod run for 10 days then 

updating feature in SAP will prevent the display in Fiori?

why do we see tax company 1, 2 etc? wiith multiple tax company 

feature the tax company should be blank right?

IT3228 and Fiori updates can happen simaltaneously in prod? we 

do prod run for 70k%2B employees. any delays?

if we generate IT3228 for terminated employee, will that show in 

Fiori too?

About HRSP/CLC



Do we need to apply Oct HRSP to get W-2 forms changes or can 

we apply just the SAP note as we do for other Tax Reporter Legal 

Changes.

Is the November HRSP not a prerequisite for any of the year-end 

tax reporter changes?

we see that the HR support pack naming convention are changing 

from 99 to A0, A! etc from 12/09/2021. Can you elaborate

Looks like HRSP in November coincides with Year-End Phase II. 

Is that HRSP not necessary for Phase 2 and 3?

RISE

what is SAP RISE?

Is SAP S/4 HANA cloud, private edition concurrent enabled?

Did I understand you are going to offer BSI as SaaS with on prem 

payroll

Everyone wants saas bsi with on prem



when is the sap support ends for on premise payroll ?

when does support run out for ECC 6.04?

In one of the slide noticed S4hana Private cloud edition . Can 

current ECP (Ecc 6.0 EHP8)   be rolled out to this private cloud 

edition

how about extended maintenace



Full Response 

Recording and slide deck for the ASUG webcast can be found 

at https://www.asug.com/events/sap-hcm-us-payroll-andtax-

reporting-year-end-update-2021. 

Slide deck is also attached to U.S. Tax Reporter Year End 2021 

Announcement SAP Note 3082167 

(https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3082167). It is 

split in 2 parts due to size limitation.
   Same as above  

   Same as above  

   Same as above  

   Same as above  

Thanks for your feedback. The reason we have screenshots in 

this update is two folded.  

1) We have to cover all updates. demo takes longer.

2)  Customers like to look at the deck (screenshots), review, 

think and take next step. If we had demo, then there wont 

view of enhancement for customers/users. 

Also, we have 3 short videos which are recorded demo of the 

functionality and available via SAP KBA 2480185  

(https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2480185)

Thanks for your feedback. One visibility we would bring here 

is that Public Sector customers especially 

Schools/Universities  are the most who are adopting our 

enhancements whether it is Online W-2 functionality or their 

interests in SAP Fiori Applications for Online W-2 compared 

to others. 
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If Employee Central is used in association with OnPremise 

Payroll , then yes, W-4 and W-2 self service applications can 

be made available to employees. 

In the case of Success Factors Employee Central Payroll, the 

withholding certificates is via TaxProfile Factory while the W-

2 can still be enabled for employees. 

The Fiori version for infotype 0210 will work very similarly to 

the current ABAP WebDynpro application, using the same 

configurations. So if you've used a configuration of the visibility 

of fields for a specific state for the ABAP WebDynpro it will 

work exactly the same in the Fiori version.

Tx type 107 has been delivered for Ohio. Please check note 

3033836 - BSI: Tax Type 107 - Employer Mutualized Account 

Tax.

Ohio is the only state using TT 107 at this time. 

The major part of our deliveries go with notes that must be 

applied both to non-CE and CE customers. If a solution is 

specific for Concurrent Employment scenarios, the 

component PY-US-CE will be used in the note. 

Additional gender is planed to Q1 2022. Please check KBA 

3082024 - Additional Gender - Payroll USA/CA.

Yes, this is still planned for Q1 2022 and this has not changed 

since originally announced.

To accesss the WTI reports, it's necessary to have SAP_HR 

608 component installed. What was mentioned in the 

presentation is that this tool has been developed by the HR 

Core team (and not the localization one).

Same as above

 not sure what we can announce publicly but yes there are 

plans to upgrade including HANA DB.  Stay tuned



W4P format is currently out of scope of our solution.

Withholding for pensioners and adherence to W-4P and W-

4R are both out of scope of the standard solution and we do 

not have any plans at this time to incorporate this . 

Same as above

The Fiori W4 can be used both for FED and state. SAP delivers 

and maintain in the standard only the FED version. Customers 

willing to use a state version need to  customize which fields 

are available in the form.

Fiori Application whether its for W-4 or Online W-2, customer 

needs to be on EHP8 with the applicable support pack level 

as specified in the slides and respective SAP notes

Currently, SAP does not have plans to develop a Fiori app for 

the ACA Forms.

There are no plans to downport SAP Fiori My Online Selection 

and My Forms to lower releases. 
Correct, like in the WebDynrpo ABAP ESS also the SAP Fiori 

application uses the same Feature.

This configuration, both ESS technologies have in common. 

You do not need to change this.

When using the configuration for Multiple Tax Company, only 

the text "Valid for all tax companies" will be present there and 

the user is not able to change it.

We are using a framework for HCM Pers-Info data which is 

prepared to deal with multiple changes by many employees.

For Online W-2 View & Print, it is localization content of the My 

Forms application. I understand it is mainly a question if you 

want to give access to terminated employees to content 

(forms) offered to employees in the My Forms application. The 

data are not stored outside used for Online W-2 View & Print 

are not stored outside of the payroll system.



To implement year-end legal changes for tax year 2021 in 

these releases, use either:

CLC Option: Apply the May 2021 Synchronization HR Support 

Package (HRSP). Then apply the CLC delivered for U.S. local 

version in October 2021.

Or the Base Option: Apply the Base HRSP delivered in 

October 2021.

To implement year-end legal changes for tax year 2021 in 

these releases, use either:

CLC Option: Apply the May 2021 Synchronization HR Support 

Package (HRSP). Then apply the CLC delivered for U.S. local 

version in October 2021.

Or the Base Option: Apply the Base HRSP delivered in 

October 2021.

The support package levels are made with two letters. So 

support package 100 will be A0, 101 will be A1 and so on.

Phase II goes into December HRSP.  Our development 

clousure is after the availability of  November HRSP.  After 

you apply the Oct HRSP/CLC (mandatory for TR Year End

You can find more information about SAP Rise at the following 

website: https://www.sap.com/products/rise.html

Yes,  in S/4HANA there is a full HCM EhP8 code line running in 

the so called compatibility mode.

No, for On Premise Payroll you need to have BSI TaxFactory 

On Premise

I understand your desire. Unfortunately, it will not be made 

available for the On Premise offering.



ECC (EhP6,7,8) standard mainteance end of 2027, extended 

maintenance 2030.

Payroll within SAP S/4HANA end of 2040 (planned)

SAP announced a maintenance extension of the 

Business Suite 7 to 2027 (2030).

Press release :

https://news.sap.com/2020/02/sap-s4hana-maintenance-2040-

clarity-choice-sap-business-suite-7/

Blog: 

https://blogs.sap.com/2020/02/17/sap-business-suite-7-

extension-what-this-means-for-sap-erp-human-capital-

management-customers/

SAP Note: 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2881788

end of 2025.

No, ECP is the pubic cloud offering. But the code line ECP and 

PCE is the same, it's an ECC EhP8 code line.

Please reach out to your Accounts Eexcutive/Director/owner 

on SAP side


